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Abstract: Si3N4 waveguides, pumped at 1550 nm, can provide spectrally smooth, broadband
light for gas spectroscopy in the important 2 μm to 2.5 μm atmospheric water window, which
is only partially accessible with silica-fiber based systems. By combining Er+ fiber frequency
combs and supercontinuum generation in tailored Si3N4 waveguides, high signal-to-noise
dual-comb spectroscopy spanning 2 μm to 2.5 μm is demonstrated. Acquired broadband dualcomb spectra of CO and CO2 agree well with database line shape models and have a spectralsignal-to-noise as high as 48/√s, showing that the high coherence between the two combs is
retained in the Si3N4 supercontinuum generation. The dual-comb spectroscopy figure of merit
is 6 × 106/√s, equivalent to that of all-fiber dual-comb spectroscopy systems in the 1.6 μm
band. based on these results, future dual-comb spectroscopy can combine fiber comb
technology with Si3N4 waveguides to access new spectral windows in a robust non-laboratory
platform.
1. Introduction
Frequency-comb spectroscopy can rival and exceed the signal-to-noise, speed, resolution and
precision of traditional broadband spectroscopy [1–5]. Although comb spectroscopy has been
shown with bandwidths over ~4700 cm−1 (~140 THz) in several spectral regions [6–8],
frequency-comb sources still lag behind traditional broadband thermal sources in spectral
coverage. Spectral smoothness for comb systems is also a challenge as strong spectral
variations can be difficult to remove from the final spectrum and may result in unusable
spectral regions. While it is unlikely that any laser-based source will ever be as spectrally
broad and smooth as traditional black-body sources, which include the sun, widespread
adoption of comb-based spectroscopy may require the ability to generate spectrally smooth
reasonably broadband light easily and flexibly across the spectrum. Moreover, to exploit
coherent techniques, such as dual-comb spectroscopy, this light must maintain its coherence
in both the temporal and spatial domains.
One attractive solution for generating broadband light in many spectral regions is spectral
broadening in nanophotonic waveguides [9–19]. Nanophotonic waveguides have many
advantages relative to traditional non-linear fibers, including compactness, high nonlinearity,
control of the waveguide dispersion, broad transparency windows, and a small Raman
coefficient providing high coherence [20]. One particularly promising material is silicon
nitride (Si3N4, or written here as SiN), which has enabled spectral broadening in the visible,
near-infrared, and mid-infrared [14–19]. SiN offers a high nonlinear index of 2.5 × 10−19 m2/W in
addition to a wide bandgap that eliminates two-photon absorption when pumped at
telecommunications wavelengths [21]. Other nonlinear waveguide materials are also
attractive but currently many lack the maturity of SiN, which can be fabricated into high
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confinement waveguides at a very high yield [22], can also be obtained from commercial
vendors and has long been an enabling material in the field of micro combs [23,24].
While, recently, much of the spectral broadening in nanophotonic waveguides has been
performed with an eye towards molecular spectroscopy [11–14,16,18,19] and dual-comb
spectroscopy in particular, there has only been one partial waveguide based dual-comb
spectroscopy demonstration [25]. This demonstration employed spectral broadening in a
silicon waveguide but for only one of the two combs and with low system coherence.
Here we demonstrate fully coherent, high-resolution dual-comb spectroscopy with SiN
waveguides. We show that dual-comb spectroscopy spectra with quality factors rivaling the
state-of-the-art [3] can indeed be obtained. We also demonstrate an important caveat, which is
that single spatial mode operation must be ensured. With imperfect coupler design, higher
order spatial modes, which are easily generated in these devices, will lead to strong and
varying structure in the spectra, crippling the overall dual-comb spectroscopy performance. In
this work we target the entire 2 μm to 2.5 μm atmospheric transmission window, which is of
interest for space-based measurements of atmospheric gases including CO, CO2, CH4, NH3,
and N2O [26,27]. This same atmospheric window is appropriate for detection of chemicals of
interest to agricultural and industrial process monitoring including HF, HCN, NH3, and
acetylene. However, since this window extends beyond the transparency edge of silica, it
cannot be fully accessed by broadening in nonlinear fiber optics. Previous dual-comb
spectroscopy results using chromium-based solid-state lasers and thulium fiber based combs
partially accessed this region but at the cost of complexity relative to mature erbium
technology as well as a narrower spectral coverage [28–30]. Accessing this spectral region
through the combination of highly reliable Er+:fiber combs [31–33] and SiN waveguides is an
attractive option.
2. Experimental setup
Figure 1(a) shows a sketch of the experimental setup. Two compact fiber frequency combs
with 160 MHz repetition rates (differing by 133 Hz) are phase stabilized and amplified to
generate 50 fs, 1.9 nJ pulses centered at 1560 nm, with an average power of 300 mW. This
amplified output is collimated and focused with two aspheric lenses onto a SiN waveguide.
The SiN waveguides were fabricated at Ligentec [40], using deep-UV lithography and
chemical etching. The waveguides have a rectangular cross-section, and inverse tapers at both
edge facets, which expand the mode field diameter to ~3 μm, improving input coupling
efficiency of the 1560 nm Er+ comb light. The SiN core is surrounded by a SiO2 cladding
layer as shown in the cross-section in Fig. 1(b). The output spectrum is tuned by choosing the
waveguide dimensions and launched power appropriately [17]. To cover the 2˗2.5 μm water
window with high power and low spectral ripple, waveguides with a height of 770 nm, widths
of 1516 nm and 2020 nm and a length of 2.8 mm are chosen. Also, we tested waveguides
with intermediate widths and they all offered very similar coverage in the targeted spectral
band. All waveguides exhibit strong anomalous dispersion at the 1560 nm pump wavelength
(D = 75 ps/nm/km, see Fig. 1(c)). When seeded with 1.9 nJ, these waveguides produce a
supercontinuum spanning more than 120 THz while crucially providing very smooth
continuous coverage throughout the desired spectral band. The total power in the generated
spectra is 65 mW with 8.8 mW between 120 THz and 155 THz as measured with a thermal
detector head after the collimating off-axis parabolic mirror.
After spectral broadening in the waveguide, the light is collimated with an off-axis
parabolic mirror. The output spectra are spectrally filtered by a 1.8 μm optical long-pass filter
to avoid spectral aliasing and detector saturation and directed to a gas cell. The dual-comb
spectroscopy signal is detected with an extended InGaAs photodiode followed by a 100 MHz
transimpedance amplifier and a digitizer. The digitized time-domain interferograms are then
phase corrected and co-added in real-time in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) [34].
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Once a minutte (every 8000
0 interferogram
ms), a coadded interferogram is transferred from the
FPGA to a co
omputer and Fo
ourier transform
med to obtain a magnitude sppectrum.

Fig. 1.
1 Overview. a) Experimental setup
p. Two mutually ccoherent, self-refeerenced fiber laserr
frequeency combs are am
mplified in an Er+-doped
fiber ampllifier (EDFA) andd then focused intoo
the waveguides with asspheric lenses. Thee supercontinuum
m output is collimaated by an off-axiss
parabo
olic mirror (OPM
M), combined on a CaF2 beam splittter (BS), directed through a 1.8 μm
m
opticaal long-pass filter, spatially filtered with
w a 10 μm diam
meter pinhole, and finally transmittedd
throug
gh a 0.75 m gas cell filled with CO
C 2 and CO. A reference backgrround spectrum iss
acquirred over the labellled reference path sequentially afterr bypassing the ceell via flip-mirrors.
b) Scaanning electron microscopy
m
cross seection of a non-tappered waveguide ffacet suspended inn
SiO2 showing
s
the waveeguide dimensionss. In the experimennt, tapered wavegguides are used forr
increaased coupling effiiciency. c) Calcullated waveguide ddispersion for a w
waveguide with a
width of 2000 nm and a thickness of 770 nm. d) SiN generrated supercontinuuum (pink) and thee
input spectrum (blue), measured
m
with an FTIR, as well as m
modelled transmisssion across a 2 m
open-air path at 0.5% water
w
(grey).

3. Dual-com
mb spectrosc
copy with wa
aveguide bro
oadened lightt
Figure 2(a) illustrates the challenges and
d strengths off spectral broaadening in wavveguides.
While spectraal coverage is easily obtained, these wavveguides suppoort higher ordeer spatial
modes which can interfere to create a strrong noise-likee structure as sseen in Fig. 2((a) (green
t these mod
des are excited in the waveguuide, but they ccould also
trace). Simulaations suggest that
be driven by facet surface roughness or imperfect tapper design. Whhen the two coombs are
mbined these modes
m
lead to strong
s
inter-moode beating. M
Moreover, this structure
spatially com
varies over tiime and spatiaally across the beam front annd cannot be eeasily removedd using a
reference speectrum. Fortun
nately, this sttructure can bbe strongly suuppressed witth spatial
filtering afterr the waveguid
de, although, at
a the cost of ooptical power. Here we use a 10 μm
diameter pinh
hole, which rou
ughly matches the input beam
m’s first Airy ddisc 1 /e 2 -d ia m
me t e r o f
8 μ m, given
n by the focussing lens. For our system thhe associated loss is 7 dB, which is
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dominated by
y the mismatch
h between the 12.7
1
mm diam
meter free-spacee beam and thee 7.6 mm
clear aperturee focusing lenss used in frontt of the pinholle, leaving onlly mW power levels to
investigate th
he gas cell. Future studies th
hat utilize nanoophotonic wavveguides for duual-comb
spectroscopy may wish to implement tap
pered regions that more strrongly suppresss higherorder modes. Longer waveleengths may alsso be less affeccted.

Fig. 2.
2 Dual-comb specctroscopy spectra (1-minute long m
measurements, 160 MHz resolution).
a) Wiithout pinhole (green) and with pin
nhole preventing m
multimode interfeerence (blue). Thee
spectrral coverage betw
ween the measurem
ments varies due to different inputt power and inputt
coupliing. The narrow absorption
a
featuress arise from CO2 and water. The innset shows part off
the sp
pectrum where the signal-to-noise rattio (SNR) for the ttwo measurementss was comparable.
b) Du
ual-comb spectrosccopy spectra after spatial filtering w
with a pinhole (bluue trace) and afterr
additional normalization with the referen
nce spectrum (blaack trace). CO2 annd CO absorptionn
featurres from the gas ceell are clearly visiible. c) Detail of tthe normalized speectrum around thee
CO baand. Both the fully
y resolved spectru
um (grey trace, 1660 MHz resolutionn) and a smoothedd
spectrrum (black trace, 1.3
1 GHz resolution
n) show no baselinne structure.

After spattial filtering, the
t dual-comb
b spectroscopyy spectrum in Fig. 2(b) (bllue trace)
exhibits remaaining structurre from the comb
c
spectra aas well as a 26 GHz etaloon fringe
originating frrom the 2.8 mm
m long SiN waveguides. T
This structure can be supprressed by
normalizing th
he measuremen
nt through the cell with a bacckground referrence spectrum
m acquired
by bypassing the cell via flip
p-mirrors (blacck trace).
he optimized syystem, we exaamine transitionns of CO
To characcterize the perfformance of th
(2 ← 0) and CO
C 2 (20011/20
0012/20013 ← 00001) in a 0..75 m long sinngle-pass cell fi
filled with
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5.6% CO2, 1.7% CO and 92
2.7% air to 840
0 mbar. After rremoving a rem
maining slowlyy varying
w a 4th orderr polynomial, w
we fit the CO aand the CO2 baands from
residual specttral variation with
the dual-comb
b spectroscopy
y measuremen
nt to a model bbased on Hitraan 2016 [35] uusing gas
concentration
ns and temperrature as fit parameters,
p
seee Fig. 3(a). T
The white nooise floor
increases towards the edges of the normaliized spectrum bbecause of thee reduced light intensity.
m
iss mostly flat w
with a standard deviation
The difference between fitteed model and measurement
of 0.01 (as taaken over the whole fitted spectral rangee), showing goood agreementt between
measurement and model. An
A expanded view in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)) compares m
model and
measurement for individuall CO and CO2 lines. While model and meeasurement maatch well,
the differencee shows some structure whicch we attributee to small inaaccuracies in thhe Hitran
2016 databasee as well as to deviations
d
from
m the Voigt linneshape [36].

Fig. 3.
3 Comparison between
b
measurem
ment and model at the combs’ native 160 MHzz
resolu
ution: a) Molecu
ular absorbance from a 1-minuute long dual-coomb spectroscopyy
measu
urement (black) an
nd from a fitted model
m
based on H
Hitran 2016 (red) offset for clarity,
along with their differen
nce (grey). Expand
ded view of b) onne CO absorption lline at ν0 = 128.5594000
THz an
nd c) one CO2 linee at ν1 = 148.83079
94 THz.

4. Noise dis
scussion
The peak speectral signal-to-noise ratio (S
SNR) of the raaw 160 MHz toooth-resolved spectrum
(blue trace in
n Fig. 2(b)) is 48/√s
4
around 146
1 THz. How
wever, for broaadband spectraal sources
like frequency
y combs, the bandwidth and
d number of rresolved pointss are equally iimportant
metrics. Follo
owing [37], wee calculate a fiigure of merit defined as thee product of thee number
of resolved sp
pectral elemen
nts and averagee spectral SNR
R for the 160 M
MHz resolutionn spectra,
normalized by
y the square root
r
of the acq
quisition time.. The entire ddual-comb specctroscopy
spectrum covers ~40 THz with
w 250,000 sp
pectral elementts and has an aaverage SNR oof 190 for
a 60-second-long acquisitiion, resulting in a figure oof merit of 6 × 106 /√s, which is
comparable to
o previously reeported all-fibeer HNLF-broaddened dual-com
mb spectroscoopy in the
near-infrared, which has a figure
f
of meritt of 7 × 106 /√
√s [31]. This hhigh SNR dem
monstrates
that the supeercontinuum geeneration proccess in the SiN
N waveguides does not signnificantly
degrade the overall
o
comb coherence
c
or dual-comb
d
speectroscopy performance. Thee spectral
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SNR is calcullated from the residual (differrence betweenn model and meeasurement) inn Fig. 3(a)
after high pass filtering to reemove remaining etalon fringges.
he relative inteensity noise (R
RIN) of the am
mplified comb light and
Figure 4(aa) compares th
the superconttinuum after the
t 1.8 μm op
ptical long-waave filter. Eveen with the siignificant
spectral broad
dening the sup
percontinuum light sees onlyy a 2-3 dB inncrease in RIN
N at most
frequencies reelative to the in
nput comb pulsses. In compari
rison, similar effforts using higghly nonlinear silica fiber
fi
[38] suffeered larger incrreases in RIN (5-10 dB) desppite only broaddening to
2.2 μm. The lower
l
RIN seeen here is attrib
buted to the sm
mall Raman coefficient in SiN
N. Figure
4(b) shows th
he SNR of the transmission
t
sp
pectra as functtion of optical power levels m
measured
with a powerm
meter placed in
i front of the photodiode. T
The optical pow
wer was decreaased with
an adjustable aperture. At optical
o
powers above 300 μW
W the SNR beecomes RIN lim
mited for
T
increasing
g the optical power
p
level on the photodiodde beyond 300 μW does
our system. Thus,
not further im
mprove the SN
NR [37]. Detecctor non-linearrities start to manifest them
mselves at
power levels of around 400
0 μW, hence care
c
was takenn to perform ddual-comb specctroscopy
o optical power on the detecctor.
measurement with 300 μW of

Fig. 4.
4 Relative intensitty noise (RIN) meeasurements of thhe amplified combb light (green) andd
the SiiN-waveguide broaadened supercontinuum after the 1.88 μm filter (blue). The noise peak att
13 MHz arises from th
he non-linear amplification of a waake-mode instabiliity specific to thiss
oscillaator design [39]. b) Averaged speectral SNR for a 60-second-long m
measurement as a
functiion of optical pow
wer on the detector (squares). The daashed line is the caalculated detector-noise limited SNR for a 12 pW / Hz noise-equivalent--power (NEP), thee solid line is thee
ulated for −140 dB
Bc/Hz), and the dootted line is the callculated shot-noisee
RIN limited SNR (calcu
limiteed SNR. Note that at an optical pow
wer of 300 μW, thee shot-noise is equuivalent to a noisee
level of
o 9 pW / Hz , below
b
the 12 pW / Hz NEP of thee detector.

5. Conclusio
ons
To conclude, we have demonstrated dual-comb spectrooscopy using suupercontinua ggenerated
guides seeded by
b compact Er+:fiber combs. After spatial ffiltering with a pinhole,
in SiN waveg
a smooth speectral shape iss obtained. In future system
ms, improved waveguide deesigns, in
particular diffferent adiabaticc coupling tapeers for the inpuut and output light, should obbviate the
need for a pin
nhole leading to
t an even more compact, roobust system. H
High spectral ffidelity is
confirmed by
y the excellent agreement beetween measurred CO and CO2 line shapess and the
Hitran model. The high SN
NR of the acqu
uired dual-com
mb spectroscopyy spectra show
w that the
ng Er+:fiber co
ombs is retain ed, and the R
RIN is not signnificantly
coherence off the underlyin
ng process. The
T
achieved figure of merrit of 6 × 1006 /√s is
increased in the broadenin
o all-fiber systtems. Here, wee targeted the sspectral regionn from 2 μm too 2.5 μm,
comparable to
an important atmospheric window that is not accessiible with silicca-based fiber systems.
ward, the samee configuration could be ussed to access other spectraal regions
Looking forw
through the neear-infrared an
nd potentially in
nto the mid-inffrared.
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